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holloway jail,
June 8, 1918.
dearest old darling,—How I long to see you.
I am getting more and more bored and inquisitive
here ! What is the meaning of it all ? We wonder
more and more. Is it political or military ? Anyhow,
it is not to their credit and will certainly rebound on
our oppressors. Myself, I think it is about the best
thing that could have happened for Ireland, as there
was so little to be done there, only propaganda, and
our arrests carry so much further than speeches.
Sending you to jail is like pulling out all the loud
stops on all the speeches you ever made or words
you ever wrote! I've been reading the Billing trial.
What a show-up for England! What a judge, what
a jury and what a crowd ! I wonder what a * com-
petent authority' would think of the merits of that
and of our * German Conspiracy * ? It's really comic
opera.
We are only allowed foreign papers here, which is
one of the mean and petty ways of a great Empire to
tease its imprisoned rebels, as there could be no
practical reason for not allowing us the Irish papers.
We are not allowed Labour papers either, even English
ones!
Mrs. Clarke only got news of her children to-day.
She is in a fair way to break down, as she has been
fretting so about them and neither ate nor slept. She
simply lived for them and is one of your ideal
mothers.
Now I want you to write to the Dublin Military
Authority. They have sent my attache case, having
removed all letters and papers and my cheque-book.
Now they did not steal Mrs. Clarke's letters nor Maud
Gonne's, so why mine? Manuscript poetry, letters

